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CAPTURE, CODE, ILLUSTRATE
Time is your most crucial commodity. We
recognize that there are numerous individual
events to capture during any given game.
Coach Capture removes the restrictions that
traditionally limit your ability to quickly
capture, code, and organise game footage.
Coach Capture is the newest application to
join ChyronHego’s Coaching Product Suite.
Designed to suit the everyday needs of the
video analyst, Coach Capture allows for both
live and post-game video recording, tagging,
coding and telestration of game events.
The flexibility of Coach Capture lets you
code notational data with its intuitive popout labels, organizing desktop space and
avoiding messy multi-window confusion.
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WHEN SPEED MATTERS
Speed and accuracy are the hallmarks of
Coach Capture. Code, seek, and skip between
events. Automatically add clips to playlists and
reorganize them on the fly for those instances
where time is critical and pressure is high.
Seamless integration to the analytical
workflow of the Coach Paint Product Suite
is at the heart of Coach Capture. Code,
navigate through events, and easily push clips
between Coach Capture and Coach Paint.
Multiple coding, or logging, panels allows coding
during a game as well as for pre-game and postgame analysis. In addition, multiple users can
share coding panels with each other to support
consistent usage across teams and schools.
Coach Capture’s file-based workflow goes
even further by supporting the import and
export of game footage and external XMLs
from other existing data & video providers.
Coach Capture is a completely cross platform
solution. It is the only logging tool available on
Mac OSX, Windows 7 & 10, and Windows® Tablets.
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•

A Seamless Ecosystem for Data and Video Collection
•

Capture
Coach Capture allows you to capture video using
Blackmagic® UltraStudio Mini Recorder.

•

KEY
FEATURES

Code & Import Data
Add event data using Capture’s intuitive tagging and
labels panel, or sync external files coded elsewhere.

•

Cross-Platform
Coach Capture is cross-platform between Windows® and Mac
OSX. The software can be used on either system and projects are
able to be shared between different users on different platforms.
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•

Code, Label & Share
Coach Capture’s updated and intuitive user interface allows
you to code events and control multiple coding panels - for
pre, post and crucially, in-game flexibility. Panels can be
exported and shared between users for consistent data entry
across teams and schools. A time and space-saving feature
associated with Panels are Capture’s hot key labels, making
adding extra information in and out of game easier than ever.

•

KEY
FEATURES

Organize & Present
Capture facilitates multiple playlists in multiple views, allowing
you to add and organize groups of events for presentation
within the UI, or full screen using simple drag and drop action.

•

Seamless Integration
Utilizing ChyronHego’s robust video backbone, Capture handles
any video sources from SD to full 1080 HD. Quickly move clips
from Coach Paint to Coach Capture using watch folders to save
time and avoid messy transcoding. All of this and more, and you
never have to stray outside of the ChyronHego Coaching Suite.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
SUGGESTED SPECS

DIMENSIONS

• Microsoft® Windows

• Height: 1.8 cm (0.71 inches)

BASE SYSTEM
CONFIGURATION (PC)

• Width: 35.89 cm (14.13 inches)

• HP ZBOOK 17 G2 Mobile

7 & 10 Professional 64
• Intel® Core™ i7
• SSD with 25 GB (minimum)
• NVIDIA GPU (Kepler or newer)

BASE SYSTEM
CONFIGURATION (MAC)
• Macbook Pro running

OSX 10.9.2 or higher.

SYSTEM
• 2.2GHz
• 2.2GHz quad-core Intel Core i7

processor (Turbo Boost up to
3.4GHz) with 6MB shared L3 cache
• Configurable to 2.5GHz quad-

core Intel Core i7 (Turbo Boost up
to 3.7GHz) with 6MB shared L3
cache or 2.9GHz quad-core Intel
Core i7 (Turbo Boost up to 4.0GHz)
with 6MB shared L3 cache.

• Depth: 24.71 cm (9.73 inches)
• Weight: 2.04 kg (4.49 pounds)

POWER
• MagSafe 2 power port
• Line voltage: 100V to 240V AC
• Frequency: 50Hz to 60Hz

Workstation (Example)
• Microsoft® Windows

7 & 10 Professional 64
• Intel® Core™ i7-4710MQ. Requires

Intel HD 4000 graphics card.
(2.5 GHz, up to 3.5 GHz with
Intel Turbo Boost Technology,
6 MB cache, 4 cores)

EXPANSION

• Chipset: Mobile Intel® QM87

• Two Thunderbolt 2 ports

• 8 GB 1600 MHz DDR3L

(up to 20 Gbps)
• Two USB 3 ports (up to 5 Gbps)
• HDMI port
• 3.5mm headphone jack
• SDXC card slot
• Apple Thunderbolt to FireWire Adapter

SDRAM (2 x 4 GB)
• Memory Slots: 2 SODIMM (for

dual-core processor) or 4 SODIMM
(for quad-core processor)
• 256 GB PCIe SSD
• DVD+/-RW SuperMulti DL

• Apple Thunderbolt to Gigabit

Ethernet Adapter

• 256GB PCIe-based flash storage
• Graphics: Intel Iris Pro Graphics

*PLEASE NOTE: PC/MAC Hardware Not Included.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
DIMENSIONS
• Height: 1.33 in/3.4 cm

EXPANSION
FEATURES (PORTS)

EXPANSION
FEATURES (SLOTS)

• Width: 16.37 in/41.6 cm

• 3 USB 3.0 (1 charging); 1 USB 2.0

• 1 ExpressCard/54

• Depth: 10.7 in/27.2 cm

• 1 Thunderbolt™ 2

• 1 SD; 1 smart card reader

• Weight: Starting at 7.42 lbs/3.36 kg

• 1 DisplayPort 1.2

• CODECS SUPPORTED

• Power: 200 W Slim Smart

• 1 stereo microphone-in/

AC adapter (external)

NETWORK INTERFACE
• Integrated Intel I217-LM Gigabit

Network Connection

headphone-out combo
• 1 power connector
• 1 RJ-45
• 1 docking connector

AUDIO

• 1 secondary battery connector

• DTS Studio Sound HD audio

• 1 VGA

Import/Export (Partial List)
J2K; MJPEG; QuickTime Animation
(RLE); Raw DNxHD; H.264 / AVC/
MPEG-4 AVC / MPEG-4 part 10
• NOTE: Please refer to the HP website

for more detailed specifications.

(Windows OS only); Integrated stereo
speakers; Integrated microphone
(dual-microphone array when
equipped with optional webcam);
Button - volume mute, volume up/
down keys; Combo microphone
in/stereo headphone out jack

*PLEASE NOTE: PC/MAC Hardware Not Included.
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COACH CAPTURE

REASONS

Coach Capture is designed to suit the everyday needs of the sports video
analyst. Coach Capture allows for both live and post-game video recording –
all the way up to 1080p HD format, tagging, and telestration of game events.
Coach Capture is part of ChyronHego’s expanding Coaching
Product Suite, and it is the only cross-platform logging tool available
on Mac OSX, Windows® 7 & 10, and Windows® Tablets.
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Coach Capture Provides
You With A Seamless
Ecosystem For Data
And Video Collection.

Coach Capture Is
Cross-Platform.

Coach Capture Is Built
Upon Years Of Telestration
And Data Experience.

•

Capture: Coach Capture allows
you to capture video using
Blackmagic® Ultrastudio Mini
Recorder, or import local clips.

•

Code & Import Data: Add
event data using Capture’s
intuitive tagging and labels
panel, or sync external
files coded elsewhere.

•

Coach Capture is crossplatform between Windows®
and Mac OSX. The software
can be used on either system
and projects are shared
between different users
on different platforms.

•

The synergy between Coach
Paint and Coach Capture is a
feature unique to the ChyronHego
Sports Ecosystem. When used in
combination with ChyronHego’s
Coach Paint, Coach Capture
brings broadcast quality graphics
and years of video and data
experience into one platform.
It’s the ultimate coaching tool!
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With Coach Capture, It Is “Time
Saved = Time Earned”.

Coach Capture Is Built Around
A File-Based Workflow.

•

•

By leveraging ChyronHego’s Sports
Technology Ecosystem, coaches and analysts
lessen their daily time deficit by reducing
the number of separate and disparate tools
needed to get the job done. Coach Capture
delivers an intuitive and interlinked workflow
from data collection to visualization.

Easily push clips between Coach
Capture and Coach Paint. Import
and export game footage and XMLs
from other video and data sources.
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CONTACT SALES AND
SCHEDULE A DEMO @

ABOUT CHYRONHEGO
ChyronHego, a portfolio company of Vector Capital, is a global
leader in products, services, and solutions for the broadcast and
sports industries. Specializing in live television, news, and sports
production, ChyronHego offers some of the industry's most widely
deployed solutions — including Lyric®, the world's most popular
broadcast graphics creation and playout offering; the all-new
CAMIO® Universe newsroom workflow; and TRACAB® Optical
Tracking, the global leader in optical sports tracking systems as well
as Click Effects, the most proven and versatile stadium broadcast
family of graphics products. Headquartered in Melville, New York,
ChyronHego also has offices in the Czech Republic, Denmark,
Finland, Germany, Mexico, the Netherlands, Norway, Singapore,
Slovak Republic, Sweden, and the United Kingdom.

NORTH AMERICA
+1.631.845.2000 | noram@chyronhego.com

EMEA
+46 8 534 88 300 | emea@chyronhego.com

LATIN AMERICA
+1.305.972.1396

ASIA/PACIFIC
+65.64071330 | asia@chyronhego.com

JOIN THE CONVERSATION
ONLINE WITH CHYRONHEGO @

For more information on ChyronHego, visit www.chyronhego.com.
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